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A LAST GOOD DAY

“D

O YOU TSHINK THAT’S DEEP ENOUGH?” the boy running
the white and red backhoe shouted.
His tousled brown hair ruffled in the breeze as his bright
milk-chocolate eyes glanced over at his father. Dirk, at twelve,
was only a few centimeters short of his father’s height, and his
large, lean frame hinted at the bulk his father carried. His son
looked so similar to him that people often teased Harlan Zachary
about having been cloned.
He ambled over to the edge of the trench his son had cut.
His own red-blonde hair curled like he’d stuck his finger in an
electrical socket, and hadn’t pulled it out. It peeked out from
under his Tim Horton’s hat in fuzzy glory. It curled like he’d
stuck his finger in an electrical socket and hadn’t pulled it out,
his weathered features looked at odds with the baby-like curls.
Dirk scratched his nose as his dad looked down at the gash
dug in the ground.
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“Lemme check it,” Harlan yelled over the noise of the
engine.
He pulled out a yellow tape measure and drew out two
meters of tape. Lowering the bare end down into the narrow pit,
he carefully tapped the bottom of the trench. Turning the tape
toward the sun, Harlan made a show of peering scientifically at
the reading. He leaned close to the tape and squinted one eye
dramatically, a mischievous smile sneaking onto his lips.
“One point one meters.” He turned to his son and gave
him a thumbs-up. “That’s perfect. Now, widen it by one trench
on either side of this, and have it a meter short of the back
fence. I’ll paint out the parking and storage areas. Then we can
save your mom some cookin’ and get a burger and some fries.”
Dirk’s eyes lit up. “I’ll besha a larsh drink I get the
tsresenches dug before you get the shpots painted!”
Harlan gazed fondly at his son. “You’re on, Dirk.” Harlan’s
eyes glinted mischievously. “Readysetgo!”
He dashed to the small house, and was through the door
just as the backhoe’s engine revved up again. Harlan ran to the
utility room, flipping on the switch by the door with learned
instinct. The fluorescent light flickered briefly before coming to
life, illuminating the small room with astringent brightness.
The paint and compressed air brush was where he’d set them
by the door. He grinned and grabbed them, spinning on his
heel as a practiced right elbow tapped the light switch, flipping
the now softly humming fluorescent lights back off. Harlan
trotted back out to the back yard, then slowed to watch his son
handle the rented backhoe.
The sun was starting to settle in the west, giving a gold and
pink glow to the few overhead clouds. The breeze carried the
scent of saltwater and fish from the Atlantic Ocean as Harlan
watched his son drop another load of dirt on the pile. Dirk
dropped the scoop next to the trench, picked it up, shifted it a
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small amount, then dropped it back down, leaning partway out
of his seat to check the placement. Harlan watched him repeat
this four more times until he had the outside tooth of the scoop
hanging exactly in the trench and against the edge.
Dirk pushed the left lever forward, and the scoop dug into
the dark earth. He grinned as he pulled it back. The edge of the
trench crumbled as the backhoe hooked up a load of earth. The
metal arm bent down as the scoop curled under, making the
scoop and arm look like a mechanical elephant’s trunk. Dirk
pushed the right lever forward, lifted the hoe up, then rotated it
to center the scoop over the pile of earth next to the backhoe.
The scoop uncoiled, dumping the earth. He rotated the scoop
back, leaning out the side window to gauge where to set the
scoop for the next bite of earth. His brown hair ruffled in the
light breeze as he slowly dropped the scoop just in front of the
previous gash.
Harlan heard light footsteps behind him as his daughter
stepped up next to him. Willow had just gotten home from her
job at Henri’s Automotive Repair. She was one of the student
mechanics there, earning credits for a trade school position after
graduation. Willow Zachary stood as tall as her father, her
mouse-brown hair glowing with red highlights like the color of
the setting sun. Willow’s name might have conjured up visions
of a thin and tall woman to some, but she was nearly as stocky
as her father. She bore the weight well, as she competed in girls’
soccer, rugby, and hockey at Halifax Western High School.
“Hey, I thought I was going to get a chance to run that.”
Willow’s lower lip stuck out in a cute pout.
She’s got her mother’s delicate features, and my big o’ body.
Harlan let himself drift back through the years, to when
he’d first greeted her just after her mom’s labor.
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I could hold you in one hand, you were so small. Now look
at you, big as me and twice as smart. How did I get so lucky?
Lord knows it can’t have been clean living.
He turned his attention back to the backhoe, lest his
daughter catch him daydreaming. The two of them watched
Dirk finish the second cut.
“I’m gonna beash you da!”
Harlan blinked. “Oh, yeah, the race!” That’s what I get for
daydreaming. He hustled out to the back yard, dragging the
paint sprayer and carrying the white paint.
“Willow! Come help me set up, your brother got a head
start!”
Laughing over her brother’s protests, Willow joined her
father in marking out the parking area and driveway as Dirk
chewed at the yard with the backhoe.
When Dirk finished the cuts, he drove the backhoe to the
corner of the lot, grounded the scoop, and turned it off. Harlan
and Willow finished painting the lot moments later.
Dirk whooped, “I wvon! Lesh go!”
Harlan wandered over to the family’s well-cared-for
Chevrolet S-10. Its gold paint had faded very little in the ten
years they’d owned the vehicle, and its clean, gleaming surface
reflected the pride Harlan had in it. He sat down on the black
vinyl seat, pulling the driver’s side door closed. The seat was
warm from the bright sun as he reached out and pressed the
horn twice.
The yowling beep of the horn was punctuated by Dirk’s
shout. “Cfome on Mom! Weefe are waiting!”
Ruth Zachary came gliding out the back door of the house
and moved to the passenger side door. When standing with her
family, she looked like a dainty Chihuahua next to a bunch of
burly Rottweilers. But like the old saying went, “small woman,
BIG attitude”.
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“What kept you?” Harlan smiled as she sat down and
reached for the seat belt.
“There was something about a disaster in California on the
radio. The news said it was big, but there were no details about
what happened.”
“Disaster in California. Think it was an earthquake? They
keep putting those scientists on saying they’re due.” Harlan
backed the S-10 up and out onto the paved road. “I hope all
that happened is a squirrel in a transformer, like they talked
about last week.” He shifted the transmission into drive, and
started down the street toward downtown Halifax.
Fifteen minutes later, they pulled into the parking lot by
the School of Languages. In the front, under the glass garden
windows, was The Board Room. The cafe had, by its own
count, over five hundred board games on site for people to
play.
Dirk all but leapt from the car as Harlan pulled it into a
parking spot near the back of the lot. “Firsht one in geths to
schooseth the game!” he yelled back as he darted around the
corner toward the front door.
Harlan struggled against his seat belt for a moment in his
eagerness to catch his son. He didn’t press the buckle release
completely, and jammed it as he strained against the restraint.
“Dammit! Willow, go catch Dirk and tell him anything but
Monopoly this time.”
Willow nodded, then pushed down on her own release.
“Okay.” Her belt popped open and she got out of the car. She
brushed her pants smooth, then strode off toward the diner.
Harlan tugged again at the recalcitrant strap. Ruth smiled at
her husband as she unbuckled herself and opened the passenger
door.
“Honestly, hon, you make everything a race. You’re a bigger
kid than Dirk.”
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Harlan sighed at the truth of that. “I know, but it’s how my
dad raised me.”
Ruth chuckled and clucked her tongue. She turned, closing
the passenger door. “Push buckle together and hit the release
button to unjam it,” she told him sagely. She turned away from
the car, and began walking toward the front door of the cafe.
“Hey,” Harlan said, a pleading look in his eyes. “Aren’t you
going to help?”
Ruth looked back over her shoulder with a coy smile. “And
miss being third? No, you’re the one that got into that trouble.
Get yourself out, slowpoke.”
Harlan lunged against the strap, and was brought up short
once more. As Ruth sauntered around the corner, he finally
took her advice, and moments later, he’d exited the car and
trotted to the door.
The walk past the yellow-orange bricks of the school had
Harlan in a good mood. They had at least ninety minutes to eat
and play a family game before the place shifted to adults only
for the rest of the evening. I wonder what game he pulled from
the rack tonight?
As Harlan got to the table, it turned out that Dirk had
grabbed a Pente board. The host came by, took their orders,
and the family dropped into game concentration. Harlan
watched the number of his pieces get slowly whittled down
while Dirk’s and Ruth’s grew. Willow held her own on one side
of the board, methodically defending against her brother’s
attempts at knocking her out.
The waiter returned with their orders, expertly placing the
dishes around the board so that they didn’t interfere with the
ongoing game. Ruth spotted a pair of Harlan’s pieces next to
her clear piece and dropped the capture down. Willow crowed
in triumph as she set her last piece down in one of the emptied
spots to complete a five.
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“You kids are killin’ me,” Harlan mock lamented and took
a big bite out of his hamburger.
Dirk mimicked the move and tore into his, then drained
the glass of cola he’d gotten with it. Willow laughed, and
grabbed a pair of fries, munching them down as Harlan reset
the board for another game.
He’d finished sorting the stones when someone near the
only television in the place spoke up. “Hey Earl, turn the TV
up. Somethin’s happened in Alberta.” Ruth looked over as the
sound jumped in volume.
A pretty brunette reporter in a bright blue suit jacket could
be heard through the entire room. “—been lost. No contact has
been heard from Calgary since four p.m. Local time. We have
news teams on the way from Edmonton to check on the
disrupted communications. Once again, all contact with
Calgary, has temporarily been lost. We will update you with the
latest news as we receive it.”
The brunette gave a perky smile and disappeared as the
station went back to its regular programming.
The whole room had gone quiet as the news played. Now
that the regular programming returned, the television volume
was turned back down. Slowly, the crowd resumed conversing,
but the noise didn’t reach its previous volume It had a hushed
quality, as if everyone was uncertain how to react to the news.
Ruth looked down at her burger and fries, then across the
table to Harlan. “That was an odd thing.”
“Yeah,” Harlan chuckled as he handed Dirk his stones
from the last game.
“Whasth the big deal?”
Dirk swiveled back and forth in his seat. Since Harlan had
lost, he had to put a stone down first.
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“Nothing you need worrying about.” Ruth smiled at her
son. “You better keep your wits about you. I think your dad’s
looking to catch us all this time.”
They didn’t quite finish the game before six o’clock. Harlan
had built up a big lead towards winning the game when time
was called. He and Ruth settled the bill while Willow and Dirk
picked up the game and returned it to the front desk.
The sun dropped close to the horizon as they walked back
toward their car. The tap of their shoes against cement rang
with a lyrical quality. The breeze had nearly stopped, reaching
that balance point before the evening winds started to blow in
from the ocean. Crickets chirped to each other as the family
reached the asphalt lot. The scent of lavender and citrus
seemed to hang in the air. Everything had a brightness, a sense
of wonder to it. The sun radiated that deep reddish magical
glow you only saw once or twice in your whole life.
The evening seemed tailor-made to fit the family’s mood.
There was no fighting, no sharp words from a harried parent to
a sugar-high tween with Asperger’s and a cleft palate. No
whining about needing the latest cellphone so that the newest
apps would actually work. No stress or conflict at all. Harlan
found the idyllic evening somewhat disturbing.
Ruth reached over and grabbed his arm, yanking him from
his musings, pulling herself against him.
“Isn’t it just amazing tonight? I haven’t felt so energized,
and also at peace with things, in ages.” She looked at the clouds
overhead as they reflected the brilliant oranges and pinks of the
sun. “I’ve never seen the sun so orange and clouds with such
bright pastels.”
Harlan looked up and marveled at the colors. Each cloud
seemed to be painted by a master artist.
“It’s like someone reached up and painted the sky.”
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The thud of closing doors jarred him and Ruth back to
reality. Dirk and Willow were in the truck and buckling
themselves in the back seat, without being told.
“Think we should wonder about all this wonder?” Harlan
chuckled.
He poked Ruth playfully in the shoulder, then continued
walking to the car. Ruth snickered and joined him, elbowing
him in the ribs as she skipped past him and went to the
passenger side. Grinning, Harlan trotted to the driver’s side
and got in.
The ride home was easy. There were few cars on the road,
and, for once, they caught all the green lights, making it that
much quicker. Gravel crunched as the gold S-10 rumbled to a
stop.
The evening began to deepen as the sun started to touch
the horizon. Everything seemed to burst into color. Even the
trees and grass shown with a faint blush of sunset orange playing
across them. The sense of rightness and contentment was nearly
overwhelming, bringing a lump to Harlan’s throat as he gazed
at the wondrous ending to the day.
Across Lady Hammond Road, The Chebucto Inn had a
lively business going. The small diner was brightly lit, with an
unusually large number of people gathered on its lawn, waiting
for a table inside.
Ruth walked up next to him. Harlan took advantage by
stepping up behind her and wrapping his arms around her
shoulders and across her breasts. She sighed and leaned back
against him as they both watched the crowd on the lawn. Her
hands moved to cover his.
“I’ve never seen such a day. It’s like the best wish come
true time I’ve had since we got married.”
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Harlan hugged her tighter, his heart swelling with the
sense of closeness. He closed his eyes and breathed in the light
scent of lavender and citrus of Ruth’s shampoo.
How did I ever get so lucky?
There was a startled exclamation from the crowd in front
of the café. Then other voices in the crowd surged in volume.
Harlan and Ruth glanced over toward the diner. The people
had clustered together. All of them staring at one of the pines
in the yard to the east. Harlan could see bright lights within its
branches.
“What is th—OH MY GOD! What is that?!” a woman
exclaimed excitedly.
“Fairies!” a child shrieked in amazed joy, and ran over to
the tree to stare raptly at the flying things.
Others moved to gather around the old pine tree.
“What do you think they are? Some kind of dolled up
drone?”
“Oh, that’s cool, you can’t even see the rotors!”
“It doesn’t have rotors. I bet those wings are set to vibrate
like that for flying!”
“Fairies!” the children yelled as they tried to imitate the
small beings’ dance in the tree.
People gathered next to the pine; its branches seemed to
stretch in benediction over the crowd.
“Fairies,” Ruth whispered to him with a soft sigh.
“Wouldn’t it be magical if they really were fairies, Harlan?”
Her quiet gaze reflected the wonder and awe of imagination
as they both gazed at the glowing things floating among the
pine branches.
Harlan heard the squeals of surprise and delight coming
from the house. The door banged open as Dirk and Willow
came charging out onto the lawn.
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“Fairiesh!? Whfere are sthe Fairiesh?! I wanna sthee the
Fairiesh!” Dirk slowed and stared at the pine tree.
It was larger now, overtopping the others by a good five
meters.
It growing taller?
Harlan felt suddenly cold, like a foul wind had brought the
scent of death to the scene. Unease grew in his chest, like a cold
hand gripping his heart. His breathing sped up as the growing
sense of wrongness filled him. He looked at the entranced Dirk
and Willow, who gazed raptly at the small creatures flying
among the pine branches.
The six fairies were each perfectly proportioned as if they
were human. Six bluish luminescent wings sprouted along their
backs; the first just below the shoulder to last pair at their waist.
The top and bottom pair beat in counterpoint to the larger, and
wider, middle pair. The creatures were totally naked, their skin
a golden yellow, completely uncaring of the stares directed at
them. They chased each other through the branches of the
enlarging tree.
The color of tree seemed to shift, becoming an even more
intense, vibrant green. It glowed in the red-orange dusk, a soft
counterpoint to the bright gold flashes of the fairies in its
needled branches.
Most people stepped back as the branches grew out toward
them. The rapture of the fairies’ appearance began to shift to an
uneasy muttering as people finally started to take notice of the
changes happening around them.
“Um, why is the tree growing? Is that another special
effect?”
“Has ta be, the diner musta had some guys come over to
set this up. There ain’t no real fairies, eh?”
“How do ya explain the tree?”
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“Special effects, hoser. Jus’ like the guy said. Maybe they
buried a tube in the ground to hide the full length.”
A woman who had just exited the diner looked over at the
gathered crowd and floating objects, then muttered, “Buncha
irresponsible troublemakers. They’re blocking traffic.”
One of a set of nearby young teens heard the woman, and
said clearly, “Go to hell, lady, we ain’t doing nothin’.”
The ground cracked. Thunder swept through the sky.
Huge, blood-red taloned hands reached up from the crack in
the earth, grabbing at the woman’s clothes. She screamed in
absolute terror, then the hands dragged her down, the earth
snapping shut with another peal of thunder.
Shocked silence fell upon the scene. The entire crowd
stared in horrified amazement at the broken ground where the
woman had been.
“What the hell was that?!”
“I dunno! Another special effect?”
“What the hell was that?!”
The small fairies continued dancing in the pine tree, which
continued to grow while people milled under it. Tension
suddenly was thick in the crowd.
A small child looked at the fairies, her lip stuck out in an
angry pout. “Bad fairy! Go away!”
She pointed at the nearest one. It caught fire and screamed
in agony, sounding like a baby howling in terror. The child
gaped in horror, then turned and buried her face against a
woman’s hip.
“I’m sorry mommy! I’m sorry!”
People yelled in surprise and fear. Harlan saw a man clad
in a lumberjack’s red and black checked shirt with his sleeves
rolled up shout something, but he was drowned out by the
volume of the milling crowd. The teen who had mouthed off at
the now-missing woman wailed suddenly in agony, clutching at
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his head. He fell to the ground, thrashing and screaming as a
faint purplish-red haze surrounded him.
Others around him took a step back, startled by his pained
howl. As the crowd watched, the glow around the boy
brightened into a lurid aura of red and purple that pulsed
malevolently around his twisted body. Horns sprouted from his
head, growing to a full ram’s circle in seconds. His body
snapped and popped, lengthening and expanding. The teen’s
boots shredded as his feet transformed into hooves.
The gabbling of the crowd fell silent as the newly-born
creature stopped thrashing.
Slowly, it stood up and reared to its full three-meter height.
Huge, taloned hands fell to its sides. As the crowd gaped in
terrified fascination, a thick matting of coarse brown hair
sprouted and covered its lower body. The face elongated,
forming a muzzle like a wolf’s. Goat-like eyes glared down at
the crowd. Everyone stared, frozen with fear. The purple-red
aura vanished with an audible “pop”. The creature threw its
head back, roaring with bloodlust.
It leaned down, its taloned claws grabbed the nearest
person, a young blonde woman wearing blue jeans and a Guns
n’ Roses t-shirt. The creature held her aloft with both hands as
she shrieked in fear. It raised her over its head, and then flexed
its arms. She was torn in half, spattering the crowd crimson
with blood and gyrating purplish-red entrails.
People screamed and, like a covey of quail, scattered,
running away from the source of horror. Harlan, Ruth, Willow,
and Dirk stared wide-eyed at the panic.
Harlan turned to his family, shouting, “Get inside!”
The children took off running as Harlan grabbed his
shocked wife by the arm and ran for the door. The creature
roared once more, the hate in its voice seemed to darken the
skies.
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Movement at the corner of Harlan’s eye caught his attention
and he turned again. A wall of black advanced from the west. It
rolled forward like smoke from a forest fire. Harlan heard
screams as the black fog swept over the panicked throng,
screams that cut off abruptly as the hapless victims disappeared
into the roiling vapors. Harlan’s throat clenched tight as panic
set in.
My family!
He burst indoors, ran into the kitchen, and grabbed the
edge of the table, nearly falling when Ruth suddenly stiffened
and went limp in his arms.
“Get to the basement! Willow, Dirk! Get to the basement
now!”
He heard Dirk and Willow’s footsteps ahead of him as
Ruth flopped bonelessly in his grasp. Harlan tightened his grip
on her as he staggered to the stairs. He got halfway down them
before the black poured through the wall like magick and rolled
over them.
Pain blinded him. The black roiled and pulsed as it
surrounded him and Ruth. He heard Willow and Dirk’s faint
shrieks of terror and pain; his own voice rose in agonized
counterpoint.
Oh god, Ruthy, I’m so sorry. I couldn’t save any of us.
Harlan cursed his own weakness as he tightened his grip
on his wife.
He curled himself protectively around Ruth as they tumbled
helplessly down the remaining stairs. He rolled, trying to keep
her safe as they crashed onto unyielding concrete. A bright
flash filled his skull as it struck something hard, then his
consciousness faded away into the darkness.
And the world changed.
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UNCLE TODD’S PLACE in Cole
Harbor. It was a small bungalow nestled among nearidentical bungalows that had been base housing at one time.
Uncle Todd’s was a quiet tan in color, and the porch dipped
slightly at the front due to settling. The place was tidy, and the
small garden in the front of the house gave it a cheery look, one
that I remembered well from living here up until about ten
years ago, when I turned eighteen and left.
Fawn stayed another two years, and moved out after Aunt
Ruthie had died. Uncle Todd had lived here alone since then. I
walked up the familiar steps and he was at the door before I
even had a chance to knock.
“Fernie! Com’ere and give your Uncle Toddie a hug,” he
said as he swept me into his arms. Uncle Todd was a rail. He
was near one-point-eight meters tall, but ridiculously only
HIRK AND

I

PULLED UP AT
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around sixty-five kilo-grams. His lean face reminded me of the
anteaters at the zoo. He had a thick shock of black hair, and a
thick, greying mustache. He had on old, comfortable khaki
pants and a denim shirt of faded brown. Bright red suspenders
clipped on the baggy khakis, a bright splash of color over the
soft earth tones.
As always, Todd was happy to see me. He was one of those
people with open arms for anyone who came by. A genuine
‘treat every-one as you want to be treated’ person, who actually
lived the words. True to form, he stepped off the front porch
and greeted Zhirk like a long-lost friend who just happened to
show up. We entered the house and sat down, me on the old
recliner and Zhirk on the floor as there was no furniture big or
sturdy enough for him.
Todd looked at our faces and picked up on the mood. He
went into the small kitchen, and a moment later, brought us
some lemonade. As he settled on the sofa next me, he said
“This isn’t just a social call, is it? Your friend there,” he nodded
at Zhirk, “has got a shotgun. What’s got you spooked?”
“I need to know more about Mom and Dad, Uncle Todd. I
have someone after me and there’s weird stuff that’s happening.
I got a bottle that seem to drain a person. I got weird magickal
stuff going on. I got a guy that’s a drooling vegetable, that’s like
a puppet on someone’s string. And there’s a guy that’s seriously
powerful, and can leap a three-story building. That’s what’s
going on.” I leaned against Uncle Todd, inhaling the soft pine
scent of his aftershave.
“You’re the only one that knows what Mom and Dad were
doing when they died, and I need to know, Uncle Todd. It’s
weird, but I believe that it’s all tied together by Mom and Dad.
Please, can you tell me more about them?”
I watched him sit back up and swallow. After a long sigh,
he replied, “All right, you’re old enough. But do you mind me
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calling Fawn here to join us? I want to tell you, and I really
don’t want to tell the story twice. Once is going to be hard
enough,” he finished, with a wistful, desolate look. He got up
from the sofa, then walked back to the kitchen, and the only
phone in the house.
About fifteen minutes later, Fawn strode grimly into the
house. Uncle Todd smiled sadly and gave her a big hug. She
closed her eyes and returned the hug, her chin resting on top of
his shoulder. Uncle Todd stepped back, and collapsed onto the
sofa, uncomfortably rigid as he waited for Fawn to sit down.
She flashed me a flat smile as she sat on the arm of the sofa next
to me, then looked over at Uncle Todd. I looked at him with
her. Uncle Todd really looked like he wanted to forget the
whole thing. His body was piano-wire taut, and you could feel
the reluctance vibrating in the air. He took a deep breath, then
began.
“First off, you got to understand that this was still when the
changing was new to everyone. You had all sorts of people trying
to practice magick the way they thought it should be done. A
lot of those people were lonely, desperate, or just plain nuts.
Most of the world didn’t think about magick. Magick that
worked was pretty hit and miss. The effects were uncontrolled
and intense. Mike and Cathy were two of the few who enjoyed
a stable belief in magick. They saw it as a natural part of the
world, and enjoyed the quiet communing with nature that the
Wiccan religion provided.”
Todd sighed and looked away as if he were seeing the story.
“They’d been married eight years before the changing and
wanted children. Whatever the reason, despite all their efforts
and all those of modern science, Cathy never was able to get
pregnant. When magick came back into the world, they, like a
lot of the others, were caught unawares. Fortunately, their first
accidental spell didn’t kill them. They worked together careful-
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ly after that, and quickly learned methods and rules that helped
them survive learning magick. They eventually garnered
enough magickal control to attempt to have children. Fawn,
you and Fern are the result of that. Twin girls. They were
ecstatic to have the two of you and were very happy for five
years. But that sixth year, we had a plague sweep through
Halifax, and you two got very sick.”
Fawn and I shifted in our seat. Zhirk remained a quiet
lump on the floor. He’d closed his eyes, his whole being
absorbed with listening. Uncle Todd closed his own eyes for a
minute, then opened them, and continued. His voice started to
get hoarse. Whatever he was going to say, he really didn’t like.
“Your parents were desperate. The plague was one of those
that had developed immunity to modern antibiotics. The two
of you were going to die. Your dad called me and asked to
stand in on a ritual to try and save the two of you. Our casting
was a dismal failure. The spells were not strong enough to fight
the disease. Your mom got the idea to cast a different kind of
spell. This one was an invocation to the other side of the life
force, death. Cathy came up with the thought to barter a life for
the two of yours. She convinced your dad it was the only way to
save you two. So they worked a calling and attracted an entity
of pure malevolence.”
I looked at Fawn who was wide-eyed. I think I was as well.
Mom had called to Death to save us. Uncle Todd had tears
rolling down his face. His features stilled as he exerted his will.
“They called it Semjaza. I think it was some kind of demon
or avatar. They bargained for its assistance, and it agreed.
Semjaza gave them the method to create and cast the spell to
save your lives. Your dad had reservations, but like any parent,
was willing to go to the extreme to save his children. They
researched the spell for three days, and then fasted for two
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more, making sure that they were in harmony with the world
around them before casting the spell.”
Uncle Todd stopped and looked at us. His eyes were
haunted as he thought about how to say it. “The first part of the
spell went with-out difficulty. It was the second part where
things got tricky. Your parents were so deeply into the natural
part of the world, and to call something so unnatural upset a lot
of things in and about them. They were committing a rape of
life energy, drawing it off from the plants and animals around
them, feeding it to Semjaza in exchange for your two lives.”
His voice cracked as he returned to the story. “I messed the
spell up. You girls started screaming and collapsed as the magick
began to flow into you. I saw pieces of you flaking and floating
away to that thing your parents called up. Your dad saw what
was happening and tried to abort the spell. The power had
control by then. He and your mother were locked into the
casting. When Mike stopped chanting his part of the spell, it
began to collapse.” Uncle Todd looked bleak. It was like the
color had gone out of him, and his clothing. It all felt like, I
don’t know. Words can’t describe the sense of loss, of desolation,
that I got from looking at him.
“I wasn’t as direct a part of the spell as you four were, and
when Mike and Cathy started screaming, I froze. Your dad
started chanting again, and yelled at me to save you two by
completing the spell. In-stead, I pulled you both from the circle
and ran to the cars. You two were screaming like damned souls,
that thing was howling in rage about something, I don’t
remember what.”
We all paused to take breaths. Todd went on with the story.
“I looked back and saw a swarm of black blobs emerge from the
its mouth and float over to your parents. Wherever they
touched, a gouge of flesh disappeared and blood spurted, and
the blob returned to that demon. I didn’t watch any more, you
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two were screaming. The flaking had stopped, but something
flowed back into the two of you when I pulled you off the
pentagram. It was like a greasy smoke that emanated from your
folks and the demon. It cut off when you were in the car.” His
haunted look made him seem even thinner, gaunt like a starving
man.
“I ran to the driver’s door and yanked it open. Your folks
started screaming for me and I looked back. They had large
pieces missing and Semjaza was screaming at them still.” Tears
were streaming down Todd’s face as he forced himself to finish
the narrative.
“Your mom looked right at me and I could see her pleading
for me to come rescue her. Your dad was screaming in utter
terror as those blobs took pieces of him. The ground was wet
with blood.” Todd’s rate of speech quickened. “I panicked and
drove like all hell was chasing me. When I got you two home,
you were both unconscious. All I could think of was to put you
in bed and talk with Ruth.”
“The next morning, when we checked on you, you were
both like puppets. Eyes open and just lying in bed. No reaction
to any-thing. Later that day, I noticed little wisps of something
floating around the house. It seemed thickest near your door. I
looked in and saw faint black smoke flowing into you. The
black stuff was from the spell I guessed, so whatever happened
was still going on.”
“Ruthie and I set up a quick circle. We weren’t as near as
practiced, nor as powerful as your folks. The spell took all day
and most of the night, but we managed to cast a spell that cut
the link to what-ever it was. You girls woke up the next morning
like nothing ever happened, and we just carried on. You didn’t
seem to remember what happened that night. You never really
asked about your folks, and we just went along with that. Ruthie
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figured you’d ask eventually.” Uncle Todd drew a shaking
breath.
“The hard part was listening to you scream on the
anniversary of the casting. It’d happen right at the time the
spell started, and stop at the time we blocked the spell from
you. I don’t know why. I don’t know how. It just happened.”
“Other than that, you were normal, healthy kids. In fact,
you never did get sick again from anything again after that
night. For that matter, now that I’ve thought about it, neither
have I.” He took a deep breath, and looked at me and Fawn.
“That’s the story. You now know as much as I remember. I
hope it helps.” He stood up, looking at Fawn and I. “Now you
know, and lord knows, I want to forget it all.”
Uncle Todd shuffled tiredly into his bedroom and locked
the door.
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